Word Skills in Rhythm and Rhyme
Level 2 with a Frog Named Zing

- rhyming and phonemic awareness
- unexpected spellings (sight words)
- written expression: research and reports, sentence expansion, narrative, descriptive, persuasive, expository
- compound words
- word patterns (can, man, ran)
- digraphs
- sorting words: animals, foods, weather, family, numbers, colors
- word families (run, ran, running)
- plurals
- homophones
- apostrophe
- student-made books
- antonyms and synonyms
- spelling and reading
- letter cards and word cards
- proofreading (test format and in everyday writing)
- irregular verbs
- letter cards and word cards
- months and days of week
- double letters
- visual skill building
- puzzles and games
- vowel sounds and letters
- vocabulary development
- critical thinking skills
- often-confused words
- alphabetical order
- similes and onomatopoeia
- classic stories and rhymes
- vowel and consonant substitutions
- capitalization
- punctuation mechanics
- abbreviations and other word shortcuts
- suffixes—s, ed, ing, er, est
- written expression: research and reports, sentence expansion, narrative, descriptive, persuasive, expository
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My name is _________________________________.

Sorting Words

It’s your turn. Sort the words. Name the categories. Then add three more words to each.

apple  purple  taco  four  yellow
one     milk    red   twenty cheese
gray   pink    ten   bread  two

Choose one category. Write the words in abc order.
My name is ________________________________.

Proofread for Compound Words

Circle the compound word in each set that is spelled right.

- fireplace  sellboat
- fripay  sailboat
- orplay  newspaper
- airplane  newpopper
- feebal  shinesun
- football  sunshine
- cowboy  bathtub
- boycow  battub
- noflake  cupcake
- snowflake  upcake

Compound words are long words, but they are easy to spell. Spell each word part of the compound word: weekend

Write compound words and underline the two word parts.